First Amendment Project:
1. Select one of the First Amendment court cases or issues to research.
2. Research each of the following questions and provide thorough, accurate answers.
1) What was the First Amendment issue behind each court case or issue? Explain in detail.
2) What was the court’s decision or the free speech outcome of the issue? Explain
thoroughly.
3)  Did the court decision or issue outcome  promote free speech or broaden its definition?  Or
did the decision or outcome restrict or limit free speech? Explain.
4) In what way(s) can this court case or issue affect you personally, the school, the Englewood
community? How does it touch our lives? Explain with specific examples.
3. Project Product: Create a PowerPoint presentation or a Prezi presentation to illustrate the
answers to the above 4 questions in step #2. Follow the “Powerpoint Do’s and Don’ts” discussed
in class. Present the PowerPoint in class. Presentation should be 2-4 minutes in length. RUN
SPELLCHECK.
Reminder:  Include a Works Cited as the final slide of your PowerPoint or Prezi.  (Wikipedia
may NOT be a source.)
4. Grades will be based on:
•  Accuracy of information
•  Thoroughness of information and specific details, including Works Cited
•  Answering ALL four questions in #2.
•  Quality of Powerpoint or Prezi presentation (Spelling errors will reduce your grade!)
•  Oral presentation of material
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